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SNAPSHOTS OF HATE: EXCERPTS FROM THE REPORT
•

“Ryazan officials never condemned the previous attack against the [Jewish] school and it is essential that the government denounce
this act of violence. These attacks persist as a result of past public inaction on the part of the Ryazan government.” (Chief Rabbi of
Russia Beryl Lazar speaking in the wake of a synagogue arson in Ryazan)

•

“I think that our law enforcement agencies and our laws need to be tougher on any incident of nationalism, xenophobia and [propaganda of] national superiority. In a country like Russia, this is even more unacceptable. We are a multi-ethnic country, we have over
100 ethnic groups, and if we are going to pretend that nothing is going on, we simply could end up tomorrow with a great misfortune.”
(Vice Premier Valentina Matvienko speaking in the wake of an October 2001 skinhead rampage in Moscow)

•

“Unfortunately, like always, everything starts on a small scale. First swastikas on the walls (this summer there was an attempt to burn
down the [synagogue] building), then more concrete actions. They say that in the country there is no state antisemitism, but one would
like to ask who stands behind these attacks, who directs the youth to paint swastikas and insult the feelings of the Jews of Kostroma,
who are citizens of Russia? What bad thing did the Jewish community do to our city for people to treat us this way? There are a lot of
questions, but despite this, we live, we are growing, we are opening the synagogue and we remain Jews!” (Andrey Osherov, head of
the Kostroma Jewish community)

•

“In Saratov nowadays it has become unsafe. Over the past year, the Jewish cemetery has been attacked five times. On the night of
October 8, nine gravestones were destroyed. On the night of the 15th, there were over 60. The Kirovsky ROVD are investigating. But
the culprits have not once been found. In the spring, a Molotov cocktail shattered on the roof of the synagogue. A fire didn’t break out
due to good luck—a parishioner saw it in time. We cannot open a Sunday school in the synagogue since we cannot guarantee the total
safety of the children.” (Sergey Pochechuev, press secretary of the Saratov synagogue)

•

“We know which country has an extensive network of special services. These are the Zionist special services. Bin Laden does not
have these resources. This was done not by Arabs or Muslims but by those who have the resources and who stand to gain from this.”
(Shaykh Nafigulla Ashirov—Supreme Mufti of the Asian part of Russia—commenting on the September 11 terrorist attacks in the
US)

•

“Young members of the RNU and other pro-fascist organizations regularly break the windows of the Jewish school on Lunacharsky
St., located next door to the main police station of the Sovetsky District. During the holiday of Sukkot, several bottles were thrown at
celebrating Jews beyond the boundaries of the synagogue.” (Bryansk monitor Ludmila Komogorsteva)

•

“Despite the clear incitement of ethnic hatred contained in Governor Mikhaylov’s comparison of the Russian Jewish Congress to
‘filth,’ in December 2000, the Prosecutor General’s Office refused to bring charges against him. The official decision argued that: ‘A.
Mikhaylov’s actions cannot be viewed as being aimed at inciting ethnic, racial or religious hatred.’” (From the Kursk chapter)

•

“Every single African student I know has been beaten at least once in Moscow. These beatings occur daily. One student in his final
year of study was recently beaten to death. Most people of color live in fear and the beatings continue with little attention or no public
attention. The skinheads terrorize unchecked. Before the violence was mainly in the streets. Now it has entered our homes.” (From
the Moscow chapter)

•

“My husband was on the street and he saw how they fell upon that unlucky soul who died on the spot. They were yelling ‘Beat the
blacks!’ with eyes as if they were on drugs—there was nothing human in them. They suddenly appeared everywhere. A Kurdish
woman selling flowers saw how one of them menaced her five year old daughter with a weapon. She was barely able in time to cover
her daughter with her own body. They broke her nose and her ribs.” (From the Moscow chapter)

•

“In our ‘democratic’ Russia it is not just hard to be a Russian—it turns out that it’s degrading too. It’s just not prestigious—it’s
prestigious to be a Jew, a Georgian or a Chechen, all doors are open to them… But for us, the Russians, the Tatars, the Bashkirs, there
is only alcohol, drugs and the fate of digging around in garbage cans.” (Chelyabinsk RNU leader Vladimir Panarin)

•

“In August 2001, a Pentecostal bishop in Izhevsk reported to a religious freedom watchdog group that a ‘massive anti-Pentecostal and
anti-Protestant campaign’ in the republic’s media had led to local Pentecostals being murdered and kidnapped. Bishop Yuri Degtyar
told the American-Russian Relief Center that two local Pentecostal families were killed in house fires in late July 2001. The fires
occurred almost simultaneously with the kidnappings of Dmitry Marenko, director of the ‘New Life’ mission, and his assistant Pavel
Achemov, on the night of July 24, 2001. A group of armed men seized the men near Mr. Marenko’s home and they have not been
seen or heard from since.” (From the Republic of Udmurtiya chapter)

•

“At issue is the preservation of ethnic and religious identity—this is the function of state agencies, through balanced and wellgrounded state religious policies that reflect the interests of the believers of Russia, not those of the USA or Korea… This is very
serious, there is a hidden battle going on for the future of Russia.” (Ilya Anosov—Chief Specialist at the Committee on Ethnic,
Religious and Public Organizations under the Administration of Chelyabinsk Oblast)
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PREFACE

UCSJ is proud to present this third in a series of reports “Antisemitism, Xenophobia and Religious Persecution in
Russia’s Regions: 2001.” Based on the year-long monitoring throughout 2001 by the Moscow Bureau on Human Rights,
the heart of this work is the presentation of monitoring reports covering incidents in 63 of Russia’s 89 regions, where all
but a handful of the Russian Jewish population lives. The report finds that antisemitism and other forms of xenophobia
have increased in Russia since 2000—the year covered in the last report.
While the primary focus of the report is on antisemitism and neo-fascism, it also reflects the guiding philosophy of both
UCSJ and the Moscow Bureau that the violation of human rights, including the persecution of non-Jewish ethnic and
religious minorities, has a pernicious effect on the safety of the Jewish community. Some of the worst features of Soviet
totalitarianism—the labeling of entire ethnic groups (most recently the Chechens) as enemies of the state, and the
paranoid description of many minority religious groups as “totalitarian sects”—have been revived in recent years. The
xenophobic, witch hunt mentality that the state encourages through its policies towards these groups can easily turn
against the Jews. In addition, the level of antisemitism in Russian society provides a useful bellwether for assessing the
condition of human rights, civil society and democracy. Writing in the early 1990s about antisemitism in Eastern Europe,
Leon Volovici noted that:
[A]ntisemitism finds a place in the debate on tradition versus modernity, and on national isolationism versus
openness and an entry into Europe… There are a number of signals used to evaluate the strength or the weakness
of a society, the main trends in political culture and the efficient functioning of democratic institutions…
[A]ntisemitism and reactions to it represent one of the most important, for it touches on a number of essential
elements in society: the collective mentality, national religious and historical fantasms [sic] and myths. Due to
the complexity of the relationship between societies and their real or imaginary Jews, antisemitism can point to
the degree of ‘moral health,’ the ‘obsessions’ of a society, and the tendencies of the public spirit.1
In other words, levels of anti-Semitism in Russia have a strong correlation with anti-democratic and anti-market sentiments, as well as a level of ethnic Russian nationalism that may imperil the still fragile, multi-ethnic structure of the
Russian Federation.
Aside from media articles, a large amount of the information cited in this report came from UCSJ’s network of monitors,
which now covers most of the country. A new feature in this report is that many regional chapters now contain minireports on local conditions from our monitors in their own words. The Moscow Bureau Chief Aleksandr Brod made a
major contribution to this report, both through his own reporting from Moscow and Samara, and in his work coordinating
the monitoring network. A smaller, yet significant portion of the monitoring cited in this report is the result of the work of
the Moscow Helsinki Group, which under a USAID grant to which UCSJ and the Moscow Bureau are sub-grantees,
conducted human rights monitoring in all 89 regions.
Nickolai Butkevich, UCSJ’s Research and Advocacy Director, wrote the bulk of the report and served as the senior editor.
Leonid Stonov, UCSJ’s Director of International Bureaus and Activities, wrote the essay on extremist groups, and
provided valuable fact checking.
Sarah Brown, UCSJ’s Office Manager edited and designed the layout of the report.
Generous funding from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, USAID and the US Embassy in Moscow
helped make this report possible. A Russian language version of this report, published by the Moscow Bureau, is also
available.

Yosef I. Abramowitz
President

Micah H. Naftalin
National Director

Leon Volovici, “Antisemitism in Post-Communist Eastern Europe: A Marginal or Central Issue?” Analysis of Current
Trends in Antisemitism, Jerusalem: Vidal Sassoon International Center for the Study of Antisemitism, 1994, 22-23.
1
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FREQUENTLY USED ABREVIATIONS
AP—Association Press
DPA—The Movement to Support the Army
EWI—East-West Institute
FEOR—Federation of Jewish Communities of Russia
FSB—Federal Security Service (formerly the KGB)
HIAS—Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society
JTA—Jewish Telegraphic Agency
KEROOR—Congress of Jewish Religious Organizations and Communities of Russia
KPRF—Communist Party of the Russian Federation
LDPR—Liberal Democratic Party of Russia (led by Vladimir Zhirinovsky)
MVD—Ministry of Internal Affairs
NBP—National Bolshevik Party
NTV—Independent Television
OMON—Special Purpose Forces
RFE/RL—Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
RNU—Russian National Unity
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